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Andy Thomson joined BCA Landscape 

Liverpool in 1993. Their focus is on 

developing unique aspects of a site 

to create spaces out of what makes 

that particular area ‘special’. With a 

friendly and open approach to design 

BCA orient their work on the needs 

and aspirations of a variety of clients 

and end users. As they believe that 

public landscapes - new and old - play 

a critical role in de!ning our collective 

identity. Their creative Landscape 

Design Studio was founded in 1984 and 

ever since maintained ‘a genuine desire 

to innovate and develop fresh design 

solutions’. Sustainable design principles 

guide their quest for unique qualities 

of a site to crate better places ‘to live, 

work and play with diverse habitats for 

"ora and fauna’. Their design for Angel 

Filed in Liverpool re"ects on the history 

of western civilisation as a whole in a 

narrative materialised in many facets. 

Marine Hall Gardens in Fleetwood is 

expressing the narrative of the mythic TECTURETECTUREcoast into an area of exploration. At TECTURETECTURELoughborough University campus TECTURETECTUREthe managed to integrate complex TECTURETECTUREroutings of pedestrians cars and public TECTURETECTURE
transportation with a plan to enhance 
TECTURETECTURE

biodiversity and guidance through 

materiality and pleasurable plantings. 

BCA where honoured with Roses 

design awards, landscape institute 

awards, planning awards and many 

more. Andy Thomson was intrigued by 

our Delft discussion on the passionate 

relationship of designers with the 

environment and will surely give a 

surprising contribution to our discussion 

on Environmental Design with his 

experience and vision.

Angel Field, Liverpool Hope University, 2010 Design BCA Landscapes Foto D. Kenyon
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Christian Waldvogel is a conceptual 

artist, architect and programmer with a 

strong fascination for cosmic dimensions. 

With surprising means he investigates 

visual phenomena in a scale beyond 

landscape. He uses techniques that often 

explore the limits of art. The process and 

investigation that lead to his art pieces is 

more adequately described as a research 

process. Oftentimes his work includes 

lengthy research and his creative process 

is focusing on projects that involve 

surprising media. He manages to create 

unique narratives that remind us of science 

and !ction while working with stubborn 

precision.

In ‘Globus Cassus’ Waldvogel designed a 

new world that is inhabited by mankind that 

has turned planet earth into an extremely 

large, hollow structure. Besides of an 

enormous scope by itself, the project 

involves designing new infrastructures and 

landscapes from scratch, with a completely 

new meteorological and physical realities 

in a transformed cosmic context. In his 

more recent work Waldvogel is exploring 

‘Earth Extremes’, generating pieces and 

projects that ask existential questions 

about mankind in their environment. 

Waldvogel’s projects and designs evoke 

eternal dreams. In ‘The Earth turns 

without me’ he transformed a Swiss Air 

Force jet into a camera obscura. Traveling 

TECTURETECTURE
on a precisely calculated geographical 

TECTURETECTURE
trajectory and at a speed beyond the sound 

TECTURETECTURE
barrier, Waldvogel managed to stand still 

TECTURETECTURE
for four minutes in cosmos relative to the 

TECTURETECTURESun, while the rest of us turned along with TECTURETECTUREthe Earth, as we always do. TECTURETECTUREIn the course of his work, Waldvogel TECTURETECTUREbecame a scienti!c fellow of the High TECTURETECTUREAltitude Research Station Jungfraujoch, TECTURETECTUREwas awarded the honorary rank of Air TECTURETECTURE
Force Captain, and he is an advisor to the 

European Space Agency in Nordwijk NL 

as a Co-Chair of the Topical Team Arts & 

Science. He has held solo exhibitions at 

the Venice Architecture Biennale 2004, 

at Kunstmuseum Berne, Kunst(Zeug)

Haus Rapperswil, Herrmann Germann 

Contemporary Zürich and the Fondazione 

Morra Greco Naples.

Currently Christian Waldvogel is preparing 

a larger overview exhibition of is work in 

Metz F ( 8. Nov. 2013 — 8. Feb. 2014 at 49N6E 

– FRAC Lorraine). When Waldvogel asked 

his former study mate Daniel Jauslin if 

he should propose a landscape project in 

outer space as his architecture diploma, 

the advice was ambiguous. Almost 20 

years later, there is a chance now for that 

discussion in our landscape architecture 

design studio.

Orbit Construction Site (Version 2004) C–Print in Diasec, 1320 x 785mm, 2004 (c) Pro Litteris


